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ABSTRACT

The Computer Aided designing Tools for Electromagnetic Lenses (CADTEL) is a new software as application package of programs concept to aid both users and professionals in symmetric and asymmetric electromagnetic lenses with single, double, and multipole piece in electron microscope of electron optics field. The CADTEL software has been designed to run on several computer platforms and includes two types of design procedure. The first one named, analysis procedure (which is based on trial and error) where consist of three sorts called; H1 programs for magnetic scalar potential by solving Laplace's equation [1,2], H2 and H3 programs for magnetic vector potential by solving Poisson's equation [3,4] in linear and non linear media respectively. While the second part, named H4 programs for the synthesis procedure (inverse design). The previous types differ by the obtaining the magnetic flux density, and poles shape, while it is analog by compute and plot the lens properties which are operating at zero, low, high, and infinite magnification conditions (operation modes). CADTEL software consist of computational and plot steps of magnetic field, equipotential surfaces, flux lines, objective and projector properties, and poles shape for proposed lens design which are appear in auto visual interfaces, that are coded in visual basic language [5].
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1. INTRODUCTION

From literature survey, there are numerous of software and programming packages or simulation have been presented for example; SPOC software [6], G-Optk simulation software [7], EOD program [8], CPO programs [9], Focus software [10], SIMION software [11], and [12], EOS Simulator [13], MEBS software [14], OmniTrak software [15]. For computation and comparison, the one can use Munro's lenses [16] as proposed lenses and supply the lens data to current software in analysis procedure. In the synthesis procedure, the user can apply any mathematical model which he wanted as a ready magnetic field model or choosing one of the fifteen models which are introduced in the software such as Glaser model [17], Grivet-Lenz model [18], Gaussian model [18], Spherical model [19], Exponential model [19],...etc. Electromagnetic lenses programs codes play a role in the design process and enhanced software tools offer the promise of improved productivity for lenses designers. Another benefit of improved software tools a significant reduction in the time required to train new researchers (users) in the use of electromagnetic lens simulation programs. In addition to reduce the potential and tedious. This paper summarizes operating such new tool named CADTEL with ability to make the many developments and improvements nearly.
2. THEORY

Electron lens is an instrument play an important role for controlling beams of electrons concerning the acceleration, focusing and deflecting. This lens suffer from several aberrations such as spherical and chromatic aberration when uses as objective lenses [20], and distortions such as radial and spiral distortion when uses as projector lenses [21, 22, 23]. The minimum values of aberrations and distortions leads to the optimization.

3. VISUAL INTERFACES

Each program of CADTEL software has a visual form displayed on the computer screen (by choosing the option which is the user select from the main page of software) named the home page contains mainly the menus bar consist of several commands as shown in figure 1, some of images sense with lens subject, picture boxes as environment of graphs, and text boxes for titles and input data as shown in figure 2, and figure 3.

![Fig. 1. Sample of command and sub-command options of H1 program menu bar for symmetric and asymmetric lenses in executive stage for CADTEL software.](image-url)
Fig. 1 (continuation). Sample of command and sub-command options of H1 program menu bar for symmetric and asymmetric lenses in executive stage for CADTEL software.

Fig. 2. The page of analysis procedure of CADTEL.
4. EDITING INPUT DATA AND OUTPUT RESULTS

One of emphasis in the CADTEL is on assisting users in the setup and running of the electromagnetic lens software without requiring any knowledge of the format, syntax or similar requirements of the input data and output results. Automatically, the input data setup in external file at certain path, while received the output results in text boxes directly at the home page of each program in addition to external file at certain path which is also appear in executing stage. This results provide users with further useful feedback on their proposed lens in addition to auto use it as input data of plot option. The user may select different options, are immediately displayed for compute and plot or any command in FILE, EDIT, and VIEW options as one of functions may be the user need it.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION \ SELECTING OUTPUT DISPLAYS

Several run time output display options are available by using the introduced interfaces. Figure 4 represent the proposed mesh grid of electromagnetic symmetric lens by using H1 program. While figure 5 shows the magnetic flux lines of electromagnetic asymmetric lens by using H2 program. Sample of axial magnetic flux density distribution for electromagnetic symmetric lens by using H3 program is shown in figure 6. Figure 7 refer to axial flux density and magnetic scalar potential according to Exponential model. Thus, the reconstructed profile pole piece depending on Glaser model by using H4 program is shown in figure 8. Specimen of properties for proposed lens are obtained from the CADTEL programs, shows in figure 9 for spherical aberration $C_s$, figure 10 for radial distortion $D_r$, and figure 11 for projector focal length $f_p$. The visual interfaces of CADTEL software provides an automated procedure for doing the above commands such as computations and scatter plots, and other functions may also be displayed during a run.
Fig. 4. The produced mesh grid for symmetric lens.

Fig. 5. The plot of the computed magnetic flux lines throughout the iron circuit and coil windings for Munro's asymmetric lens.
Fig. 6. The axial flux density distribution as a function of axial distance $z$ for Munro’s symmetric lens.

Fig. 7. The axial flux density distributions and scalar magnetic potential for symmetric proposed lens as a function of axial distance for Exponential model.
Fig. 8. The polepiece profile reconstruction for symmetric proposed lens as a function of axial distance for Glaser model.

Fig. 9. The spherical aberration $C_s$ as a function of excitation parameter $\frac{NI}{\sqrt{V_f}}$ for asymmetric proposed lens at zero magnification condition by using H1 program.
Fig. 10. The chromatic aberration $C_c$ as a function of excitation parameter $\frac{NI}{\sqrt{Vr}}$ for asymmetric proposed lens at zero magnification condition by using H3 program.

Fig. 11. The projector focal length $f_p$ as a function of excitation parameter $\frac{NI}{\sqrt{Vr}}$ of symmetric proposed lens for Three Halves Exponent model at infinite magnification condition by using H4 program.
6. CONCLUSION

CADTEL software is a useful new tool for electromagnetic lenses design and analysis. This software provides an interactive and intuitive package for designing symmetric and asymmetric lenses for more than pole piece and for four operation modes in both, the analysis and synthesis procedure. CADTEL is a significant reduction in the time and potential required to train new researchers in the use of electron optics programs. So, both experience and new users of electron optics field should realize increased productivity.
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